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Abstract—The new SP and SI picture types, introduced in the
latest video coding standard H.264, allow drift-free bitstream
switching and can also be used for error-resilience and random
access. In this paper, we propose a model for the rate-distortion
performance of SP and SI pictures and compare it to experimental
results, obtained with our implementation of an SP/SI encoder,
made publicly available and recently adopted by the Joint Video
Team. The model predicts how the relative sizes of SP and SI slices
can be traded off. We analyze, both theoretically and experimen-
tally, how this can be used to minimize the transmitted bit rate
when SP frames are used for video streaming with packet losses
and derive optimal settings for our encoder. We investigate the
benefits of SI and SP frames for error resilience as compared with
periodic I frame insertion. Empirical rate-distortion curves pre-
dict rate-distortion gains may be obtained. Experiments carried
out over a simulated throughput-limited network confirm this to
be the case when the end-to-end delay is limited. We analyze the
influence of loss rate and delay on the congestion-rate-distortion
performance of streaming with SI and SP frames. Our results
identify scenarios for which SI and SP frames provide an attractive
alternative to streaming with I frames.

Index Terms—Bitstream switching, H.264, SI frames, SP frames,
video compression, video streaming.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE video coding standard H.264/AVC [1] accommodates
the requirements of video streaming solutions which must

adapt to varying network conditions. In addition to achieving
superior coding efficiency, H.264 uses network-friendly syntax
and incorporates several new encoding features which can
be taken advantage of when designing flexible and adaptive
streaming systems. The new picture types SP and SI are among
these features.

SP/SI pictures are new types of predictively/intra-coded pic-
tures. Based on work by Färber and Girod [2], they were pro-
posed in 2001 by Karczewicz and Kurceren, as a solution for
error resilience, bitstream switching, and random access [3], [4].
They are now part of the Extended Profile of H.264. The main
advantage of this new picture type is that it can be reconstructed
without drift by using different sets of predictors or no predictor
at all. This allows drift-free bitstream switching applications,
e.g., to refresh a prediction chain or switch between different
quality streams as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.

Despite widespread interest in SP and SI frames, no work so
far has addressed the following questions: how efficient are SP
and SI frames? How can their relative sizes be traded off? How
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Fig. 1. SI frames share the instant refresh properties of I frames but are only
sent after a frame is lost.

Fig. 2. Switching SP frames allow to switch streams using predictive frames
only.

does streaming with SP and SI frames compare to traditional
systems? This is, in part, due to the fact that no reference im-
plementation of an SP encoder has been provided to the com-
munity. The purpose of this paper is to address these questions.
We propose a model for the rate-distortion functions of SP and
SI frames and use it to analyze the properties of these pictures.
From the model, we derive optimal encoder settings for typ-
ical streaming scenarios which strive to minimize the expected
transmitted bit rate. Finally, we investigate the benefits of SP
and SI frames for streaming with packet losses and identify in
which scenarios SP and SI frames offer an attractive alternative
to streaming with I frames. This paper extends and completes
work presented in [5] and in [6].

In the next section, we define switching and nonswitching
SP slices and describe their encoding. In Section III, we model
the rate-distortion performance of an idealized SP and SI en-
coder and compare it with experimental results obtained with
our implementation of an SP/SI encoder,1 recently adopted by
the Joint Video Team. The model predicts the relative perfor-
mance of P, SP, SI, and I frames. It also indicates how the rela-
tive sizes of SP and SI frames can be traded off. We analyze, in
Section IV, both theoretically and experimentally, how this can
be used to minimize the transmitted bit rate when SP frames
are used for video streaming with packet losses. In Section VI,
we present experimental results carried out over a simulated

1H.264 SP frame codec. [Online] Available: http://ivms.stanford.edu/~es-
etton/H264_2.htm
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Fig. 3. H.264 primary SP encoder. Switches are indicated by small white cir-
cles. Quantizers are denoted by QP and QS, in-loop filtering by LF, transforms
by T and motion-compensation by MC.

throughput-limited network to compare streaming with SP and
SI frames with periodic I frame insertion. We analyze the influ-
ence of losses and delay on performance and conclude by iden-
tifying scenarios in which SP and SI frames offer an attractive
alternative to streaming with I frames.

II. ENCODING OF SP AND SI SLICES

Predictively encoded P pictures2 can only be reconstructed
without drift when their set of reference frames is decoded cor-
rectly. To alleviate this requirement, a nonswitching (also called
primary) SP picture may be inserted in the bitstream as shown
at the top of Figs. 1 and 2. Along with this nonswitching SP pic-
ture, a corresponding SI picture or a switching SP picture may
be created. The SI picture can be decoded without any predictor
and will correspond exactly to the initial primary SP picture.
Likewise, the switching (also called secondary) SP picture can
be decoded from its own set of predictors. Its reconstruction cor-
responds exactly to the initial primary SP picture.

A. Encoding of Nonswitching SP Slices

The diagram of an H.264 primary SP encoder is shown in
Fig. 3. Notations for the signals and quantization control pa-
rameters follow the H.264 standard [1]. The differences be-
tween this encoder and a P picture encoder are highlighted in
the diagram.

The first difference is an additional quantization followed by
inverse quantization which operates on the signal . It is this ad-
ditional step that allows identical reconstruction from different
predictors and provides the switching and restart functionalities
of SP slices.

The second difference is an additional quantization step
followed by inverse quantization of the transformed prediction

2Throughout the paper, we employ the terms frame and picture interchange-
ably and associate them to picture types. These terms refer to what is defined in
H.264 as a frame, encoded as one slice of this type.

Fig. 4. H.264 SP picture encoder performance with and without the optional
additional quantization of the signal c .

signal . In the current reference software implementation,3

this step is performed at the encoder, on a block-by-block basis,
only when it is beneficial to rate-distortion performance [7],
[8]. The choice in performing this step or not is illustrated in
the diagram of Fig. 3 by the presence of a switch that controls
how is obtained. However, this additional step has little in-
fluence on the rate-distortion performance of SP slices. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4 by the rate-distortion performance curves of
SP pictures, encoded with and without this enhancement. The
results are for the CIF sequence Foreman and are shown in terms
of peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), measured in decibels,
for 18 pictures, evenly spaced in the sequence. The quality
improvement due to the conditional quantization never exceeds
0.4 dB. As SP slices typically represent only a small fraction
of an encoded bitstream, this loss in performance is negligible.
Hence, in the rate-distortion analysis developed in Section III,
we will assume never undergoes this additional step. We will
also neglect the effect of the final loop filter in the analysis.

B. Encoding of SI Slices and Switching SP Slices

The quantized coefficients, denoted by in Fig. 3, are sub-
sequently losslessly compressed to produce SI or switching SP
slices. For switching SP slices, only the residual of a motion-
compensated prediction of is entropy-coded, as depicted in
Fig. 5. For SI slices, the prediction signal is obtained from other
parts of the same slice. As these steps are lossless, the coeffi-
cients may be obtained at the decoder whether an SP, SI, or
switching SP frame is transmitted. This ensures that the recon-
structed image is identical in all cases.

For a given quality, the size of nonswitching SP slices and
of SI slices may be traded off by varying the two parameters,
QP and QS,4 which control the quantizers shown in Fig. 3. At a
given quality, making the quantizer QP finer (and the quantizer

3H.264/AVC Reference Software. [Online] Available: http://iphome.hhi.de/
suehring/tml/download/

4These quantization control parameters are also denoted by QPSP and QPSP2
in the reference software implementation.
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Fig. 5. H.264 SI and switching SP encoder.

QS coarser) reduces the size of SI slices at the expense of larger
SP slices. The optimal tradeoff depends on the application.

III. RD ANALYSIS OF SP AND SI FRAMES

In this section, we explain how the rate-distortion perfor-
mance of primary and secondary SP frames can be modeled. Our
analysis follows the model described in [9] for motion-compen-
sated coding. The model is derived by assuming the different
image signals, and the various error signals used throughout the
paper are stationary and jointly Gaussian zero-mean signals. Al-
though this is an oversimplification, this model has been used in
the literature to model the rate-distortion performance of image
or video encoders (see, e.g., [9]–[11]). The rate-distortion func-
tions we derive can be thought of as an upper bound to the
rate-distortion function for a non-Gaussian signal with the same
power spectral density (PSD).

In the rest of the paper, we denote the PSD of a signal
by , where is a vector representing spa-
tial frequency. The independent variables will sometimes be
omitted when there is no ambiguity. We define a picture encoder
as a cascaded transform, quantizer, and entropy coder. The in-
verse process is defined as a picture decoder. The analysis pre-
sented in the following is based on the following result, obtained
from [12]. The rate-distortion function of a stationary two-di-
mensional (2-D) zero-mean Gaussian signal is expressed

bit (1)

(2)

In (1) and (2), is a parameter that takes on all positive values
to generate the rate-distortion curve. We denote by ideal picture
encoder a picture encoder that achieves this optimal rate-distor-
tion performance.

A. RD Analysis of Primary SP Pictures

The diagram in Fig. 6 is our model of the H.264 primary SP
encoder shown in Fig. 3. This model is obtained by neglecting
the effect of the loop filter and by assuming , as stated in
the previous section. We also assume that is obtained simply
by motion compensation of the previous picture in the frame
memory. The diagram in Fig. 6 can then be obtained from the
diagram in Fig. 3 by rearranging the transforms, entropy coding,

Fig. 6. Model of a primary SP encoder. Entropy coding is denoted by EC.

and entropy decoding blocks in a way that does not change any
of the signals output by the system. In this process, we take
advantage of the linearity of the transform. The resulting block
diagram is simply composed of two picture encoders and two
picture decoders, delineated by dots in Fig. 6. In the following
derivation, we assume that the encoders are ideal.

We consider the image signal and the prediction error
shown in Fig. 6. As the signal is assumed to be Gaussian, we
obtain from (1) the expression for the rate of primary SP pictures

bit (3)

This expression is identical to that given in [9] for P pictures,
which is not surprising as the signal , in the model of the SP
encoder, is identical to the signal that would be obtained when
encoding a P picture with an ideal encoder.

The second picture encoder depicted in Fig. 6 increases the
distortion of the reconstructed signal . At high rates, we can
assume that the PSD of is close to that of the original signal .
We further assume that the distortion contributed by the second
picture encoder is additive relative to the distortion introduced
by the first encoder. Hence, we can express the mean-square-
error distortion of the primary SP picture as a sum of two terms
corresponding, respectively, to the distortion contribution of the
first and the second encoders, as follows:

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Fig. 7. Model of an SI and switching SP encoder. QV represents a quantizer.

In (3)–(6), and are parameters that take on all positive
values to generate the rate-distortion curves.

B. RD Analysis of SI Pictures

The diagram in Fig. 7 is our model of the H.264 SI encoder.
In this model, we assume that the intra-prediction signal is 0,
this corresponds to . Reconstructed SI slices correspond
exactly to the primary SP slices from which they stem. There-
fore, the distortion of SI pictures, denoted is equal to

(7)

As stated in Section II, the signal is compressed to produce an
SI slice. In the model, this corresponds to compressing (which
in this case is equal to ) by an ideal picture encoder. As the
PSD of this signal is assumed to be Gaussian and equal
to , at high rates, for ideal encoders, the encoding rate of
SI pictures is

bit (8)

C. RD Analysis of Secondary SP Pictures

To encode a secondary SP picture, a different video stream is
used for motion-compensated prediction. In our model, we as-
sume only one picture from the frame memory is used to form
the prediction and that there is no intra-prediction. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 7, where is obtained from the signal after
this picture is encoded and decoded. If is compressed at a
lower quality than the primary SP picture, the secondary SP
picture will serve to switch from a low-quality bitstream to a
high-quality bitstream, and vice versa. The correlation between

and and the magnitude of the compression determine the
efficiency of the prediction, whereas the nature of the compres-
sion (intra-coding or motion-compensated predictive coding)

has little influence. Hence, in our model, we assume there is no
prediction before the encoding of .

The rest of the diagram in Fig. 7 can be obtained from the
diagrams in Figs. 3 and 5, by rearranging the transforms, quan-
tization, entropy coding, and entropy decoding blocks in a way
that does not change the signal output by the system. This re-
quires assuming some quantizers are uniform (without dead-
zone). Since our model assumes Gaussian signals, the assump-
tion is justified as, at high rates, the quantization used by ideal
encoders is uniform. The distortion of secondary, or switching,
SP pictures can easily be derived as these pictures are identical
to the corresponding SI pictures and primary SP pictures

(9)

The rate of a secondary SP picture is expressed as a function
of , the PSD of

bit

(10)

The expression of is derived in Appendix I. depends
notably on , which indicates the level of compression of the
picture . This parameter reflects whether the secondary SP
picture is used for switching from low quality to high quality
(in which case ), or from high quality to low quality.

D. Rate-Distortion Performance

Fig. 8 shows the rate-distortion performance of SP and SI
frames according to (3)–(10). The distortion is represented, in
decibels, by its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As a reference, the
rate-distortion curves of I and P frames, calculated according to
[9], are also represented. At high rates, as expected, the slope
of all the curves is equal to 6 dB/b, which represents the slope
of a memoryless Gaussian process. All the curves are obtained
by letting the parameter take on all positive values. The ex-
pressions used for and are those suggested in [9]. The
derivation of and is obtained by assuming the displace-
ment error in the motion estimation is small and Gaussian with
variance , where is the sampling frequency.

One interesting design parameter is the parameter which
controls the tradeoff between the rate-distortion efficiency of
nonswitching SP frames and SI frames. Decreasing leads to
smaller primary SP frames but to larger SI and secondary SP
frames. The rate-distortion performance of primary SP frames
never exceeds that of P frames (with equality when ).
Likewise, the performance of SI frames is limited by that of
I frames (with equality when ). To generate the rate-
distortion performance curves of SP and SI frames shown in
Fig. 8, we fix . The form of this setting will be
justified in Section IV.

In the example represented in Fig. 8, the rate-distortion curves
for switching SP frames are obtained by setting
when switching up, and when switching down.
Note that the coding efficiency gap between these two different
kind of switching SP frames vanishes at high rates. The rate-
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Fig. 8. Theoretical rate-distortion performance.

Fig. 9. Experimental rate-distortion performance.

distortion curves of secondary SP frames crosses that of I frames
at some intermediate rate which depends on the efficiency of the
motion-compensated prediction.

Although the model is derived for high rates, the theoretical
curves correspond to the empirical performance of SP and SI
frames shown in Fig. 9 even at low rates.5 The results were ob-
tained by encoding the QCIF sequence Foreman at 30 frames per
second. Results are shown for 62 evenly spaced frames encoded
with our implementation of an H.264 SP encoder. In H.264,
the counterparts to and are the two quantization control
parameters QP and QS, which control the relative sizes of the
frames. We will analyze the setting of these parameters in the
next section. For the results shown in Fig. 9, QP and QS are set to
minimize the size of SI frames. As illustrated, SP frames are typ-
ically larger than P frames by approximately 90%, in this case.
Similarly, SI frames are 35% larger than I frames. The main

5Please note that the experimental results use PSNR in decibels, while the
theoretical results, which deal with a Gaussian random process, use SNR, also
in decibels. These two measures can be related with a vertical shift. The relative
difference in decibels for either SNR or PSNR, however, is equivalent.

characteristics predicted by the model are verified experimen-
tally. Namely, SP frame rate-distortion performance is between
that of P frames and I frames, and SI frames are larger than I
frames. The size of primary SP frames and SI frames can be
traded off. Secondary SP frames rate-distortion performance is
worse than that of I frames at low rates, and better at high rates.

IV. OPTIMAL SETTING FOR STREAMING

In this section, the model is used to find how to set the SP en-
coder to minimize the expected bit rate when SP and SI frames
are used for streaming with packet losses, as in the scenario de-
picted in Fig. 1. At each SP position, an SI picture can be sent
instead of a primary SP picture to stop potential error propaga-
tion. One expects this to result in bit-rate savings compared with
periodic I frame insertion, which occurs regardless of the out-
come of previous transmissions. To take full advantage of this
effect, we seek an optimal tradeoff between the sizes of SP and
SI frames. Depending on the packet error rate and on the spacing
of SP frames, different relative proportions of SI and SP frames
will be transmitted. We denote the probability of transmitting
an SI frame at an SP frame position. Minimizing the expected
bit rate, at a given quality, is equivalent to minimizing the ex-
pected size of a frame sent at an SP position

(11)

In our model, and depend on the two encoding param-
eters and . The optimal tradeoff corresponds an optimal
setting of these parameters, and , derived by solving the
following constrained optimization problem:

Minimize (12)

such that (13)

The equality constraint (13) sets the quality of SP and SI pic-
tures equal to the quality of the rest of the encoded stream. In
particular, can be expressed as the distortion of P pictures and
be written as a function of and of a positive parameter de-
noted by , as follows:

(14)

This expression is taken from [9]. At high rates, ,
, and , this simplifies the expres-

sion of , and and reduces (12) and (13) to

Minimize (15)

such that (16)

The solutions to the optimization and can easily be derived
and are related linearly

(17)

In the following, we use (17) to derive the optimal setting of the
two quantization control parameters QP and QS in the SP/SI
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Fig. 10. Theoretical and empirical optimal settings of the two quantization parameters QP and QS.

encoder as a function of the parameter used to control the
quantization of P pictures.

For any Gaussian signal with a continuous PSD, vanishing
at high frequencies, the slope of the distortion-rate function is
expressed

(18)

where is the parameter used to generate the rate-distortion
curve [13]. Equation (18) can be used to express, as a function
of , the slope of the distortion-rate function of the error signal
, represented in Fig. 6, denoted by

(19)

Likewise, (18) can be used to express, as a function of ,
the slope of the distortion-rate function of denoted by

(20)

In [14], the slope of distortion-rate performance of the H.264
encoder is expressed, empirically, as a function of the quantiza-
tion parameter. Therefore, if we consider encoding and with
H.264, and are given by

(21)

(22)

If we assume that H.264 approaches ideal rate-distortion per-
formance, then the expressions in (19) and (21) are equal and so

Fig. 11. Encoding structures used for streaming with SP and SI frames and for
periodic I frame insertion.

are (20) and (22). The parameters and , which control
the encoding of P pictures, can also be related using the same
argument

(23)

The optimal setting and is represented in Fig. 10 and
is obtained by combining (18)–(23), as follows:

(24)

(25)

As expected, and are finer than , and is an in-
creasing function of the proportion of SI pictures. Furthermore,
the setting does not depend on the encoding rate. In Fig. 10, the
settings derived from the model are compared with the optimal
empirical settings. These were obtained by determining which
settings minimized the expected bit rate for varying proportions
of SI pictures. The results were consistent for six different se-
quences encoded at different bit rates. As illustrated in Fig. 10,
the empirical settings follow the trend predicted by the model.
Differences between the model and the experimental results are
due to the simplifying assumptions that were made in the deriva-
tion and to the fact that H.264 restricts the three quantization
parameters QP, QS, and to integers.
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Fig. 12. Rate-distortion performance with periodic I frame, SP frame, or SI frame insertion for the sequences Mother & Daughter (left) and Foreman (right).

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the empirical rate-distortion effi-
ciency of a stream encoded with SP and SI frames for streaming
and derive bounds on bit-rate savings when SP and SI frames are
used instead of periodic I frame insertion.

The temporally layered encoding scheme, shown in Fig. 11,
was chosen to encode the video. The first temporal layer is com-
posed of SP frames (and their corresponding SI frames). The
second temporal layer is composed of P frames. We restrict both
P and SP frames to use as a reference the P or SP frame pre-
ceding them in display order, as illustrated in the figure. The
last layer is composed of B frames. We restrict the B frames to
use as reference their two neighboring P frames or SP frames.6

This ensures good error resilience properties and allows us to
easily scale down the frame rate by 2 or even 4 if needed. For
SP frames, we used the intermediate encoder settings shown in
Fig. 10. The encoded video sequences used in the following ex-
periments are made publicly available.7

Fig. 12 illustrates the rate-distortion characteristic of the CIF
video sequences Mother & Daughter and Foreman, compressed
using this coding structure. As there are only one I, SP, or SI
frame in 16 frames, the difference between the curves is not as
pronounced as in Fig. 9. The larger amount of motion in the se-
quence Foreman reduces the coding efficiency of P frames and
SP frames. As a consequence, the bit-rate savings expected by
sending intra-coded frames on an as-needed basis will be higher
for the sequence Mother & Daughter. For the first sequence,
transmitting SP frames instead of I frames can lead to a perfor-
mance gain of 1 dB at low rates and 0.6 dB at higher rates. For
the second sequence, this gap is smaller and ranges from 1 to
0.8 dB. These gaps represent a bound on the performance im-
provement achieved when streaming takes place with no losses.
If SI frames are used instead of I frames, the rate-distortion per-
formance is reduced by approximately 2.5 dB at low rates and
a little less than 1.5 dB at high rates.

6Please note that these restrictions are not dictated by the H.264 standard.
7Encoded sequences with SP/SI frames. [Online] Available: http://ivms.stan-

ford.edn/~eset-ton/’sequences.htm

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

To illustrate realistically the benefits of streaming with SP
and SI frames, we consider a low-latency video streaming
scenario, suitable for live streaming or for video-on-demand,
where a sender transmits video frames sequentially to a re-
ceiver, which sends acknowledgements (ACKs) back. We strive
for end-to-end delays of no more than a few hundred millisec-
onds. When a packet arrives at the receiver after its playout
deadline, it is discarded by the decoder as if it were lost. To
avoid interruptions, the errors due to packet loss or to excessive
delays are concealed by freezing the previous frame until the
next decodable frame and the playout continues at the cost of
higher distortion. The sender retransmits lost packets when
ACKs are received out of sequence, and when there is still
enough time to retransmit a packet before its playout deadline.
When SP frames are used, if a P frame or an SP frame is lost
and cannot be retransmitted, an SI frame is sent at the next SP
frame position, as depicted in Fig. 1.

We consider the route between sender and receiver as a suc-
cession of high-bandwidth links ended by a bottleneck last hop,
which can support up to 800 kb/s. Packet losses are simulated
on this last hop in some of the following experiments. Packets
containing an entire video frame are generated by our video en-
coder and are fragmented, if required, by the transport layer.
When a loss occurs, the entire frame is discarded, even though,
in most cases, only one packet is lost. It is important to con-
sider realistic packetization as different frame types have vastly
varying sizes, as illustrated in Fig. 9. At low rates, for example,
B and P frames may fit into one Maximum Transmission Unit
size packet, whereas SP frames may necessitate two packets: I
frames 3 and SI frames 6. Consequently, different frame types
may experience different loss rates. The impact on the resulting
PSNR may be significantly different from that induced by inde-
pendent losses identically distributed among all the frames.

The sequences are encoded at 30 frames per second with the
encoding structure shown in Fig. 11. The first 288 frames of
the sequences are encoded, and the encoded sequence is looped
50 times when collecting results. Video quality is measured by
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Fig. 13. Congestion-rate-distortion performance for Mother & Daughter (top) and Foreman (bottom) for varying loss rates.

taking the average of the PSNR over all the decoded frames.
Performance is also evaluated in terms of the total transmitted
rate, including retransmissions, and of the average end-to-end
delay between the server and the client. This quantity reflects
the congestion created by the stream on the network. The fact
that this metric, unlike rate, depends on the capacity of the net-
work path makes it well suited to performance evaluation in
a throughput-limited environment. It reflects the delay another
stream would experience if it was sharing the link with the video
stream. End-to-end delay is measured by taking the average
end-to-end delay of header packets transmitted every 20 ms
from the server to the client.

A. Influence of Losses

We first analyze the influence of packet losses. We consider
a fixed 50 ms propagation delay and a 500 ms latency toler-
ance. In Fig. 13, both the congestion-distortion performance and
the rate-distortion performance are shown for two sequences.
In the absence of losses, the gains in terms of rate and distor-
tion are close to those predicted in the previous section. The

rate-distortion performance gap is a little smaller due in part
to the fact that I frames are inserted every 10 s, each time the
sequence is looped. For the sequence Mother & Daughter, the
performance gap is approximately 0.6 dB, and 0.4 dB for the
sequence Foreman for different bit rates. The congestion-dis-
tortion performance gap is larger, it varies from 2 dB for low
levels of congestion to 1 dB for higher levels of congestion for
the sequence Mother & Daughter. The gap is smaller for the
sequence Foreman. This illustrates the queueing delay spikes
caused by I frames, which are not captured by the average rate
of the sequence. When a 5% loss rate is introduced on the bottle-
neck link, the performance drops for all the curves. This drop is
more significant at high bit rates as the packet loss rate translates
into a higher frame loss rate. For higher rates than those shown,
the average decoded video quality decreases. Surprisingly, the
rate-distortion performance gap increases when losses are intro-
duced. This is due to the fact that I frame retransmissions occur
more frequently than SI frame insertions and can be explained
by the large size of I frames compared to SP frames. The conges-
tion-distortion performance gap remains almost the same. These
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Fig. 14. Congestion-rate-distortion performance for Mother & Daughter (top) and Foreman (bottom) for varying propagation delays.

experiments show that streaming with SI and SP frames is ben-
eficial in this experimental setup regardless of packet loss rate.

B. Influence of Delay

In this section, we analyze the influence of the propagation
delay. We consider a fixed 2% packet loss rate and a 500 ms la-
tency tolerance. The propagation delay is varied between 20 and
200 ms. This delay occurs on the high-bandwidth links and re-
flects the time needed for signal to propagate along links that can
potentially be very long (e.g., transoceanic or transcontinental
links). Please note that in addition to propagation delay, trans-
mission delay is also taken into account. In the experiments,
transmission delay is dominated by the delay over the 800 kb/s
bottleneck link. Streaming performance for varying forward trip
times (FTT) is shown in Fig. 14. For short propagation delays,
the performance is only slightly worse than the performance in
the absence of loss, discussed in Section VI-A. The slight loss
in performance is due to the 2% loss rate, which induces re-
transmissions and an increase in rate. For long propagation de-
lays, there is no time for retransmission, and the performance
drop for all the schemes is 2 to 4 dB. This causes significant

quality impairments for streaming with SI and SP frames as
well as for streaming with I frames. The performance gap in this
case is reversed. Indeed, as SI frames need to be inserted almost
constantly, the congestion-rate-distortion performance is worse
than for periodic I frame insertion. The performance gap ranges
from 1.5 to 2 dB for different rates and congestion levels for
Mother & Daughter. Likewise, for Foreman, it ranges from 1 to
2 dB. For high propagation delays, in the absence of retransmis-
sion, streaming with periodic I frames is more efficient and the
performance gap is significant.

As a summary to this analysis, SP and SI frames provide an
attractive alternative to streaming with I frames when feedback
is available, and propagation delay is small compared with the
maximum tolerable latency. In these cases, the performance is
superior both in terms of congestion distortion and in terms of
rate distortion. The performance gap is larger for low motion se-
quences as this causes larger differences between I and P frames.
It is also more pronounced at lower bit rates and can reach up
to 1.5 dB. For the case when retransmissions are not possible,
periodic I frame insertion remains the best alternative and the
performance gap is over 1 dB.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze and discuss the encoding and bene-
fits for streaming of the new H.264 picture types SP and SI. We
propose a theoretical model that predicts the rate-distortion per-
formance of nonswitching SP frames, SI frames, and switching
SP frames. Experimental results, obtained with our implementa-
tion of an SP encoder, based on H.264 and made publicly avail-
able, validate the theoretical results. The model predicts the rela-
tive performance of SP, SI, and switching SP pictures compared
with other picture types and the tradeoff in the relative efficiency
of SP and SI frames. We apply the model to determine the op-
timal tradeoff and the corresponding practical encoder settings,
which minimize the expected bit rate when SP and SI frames are
used for streaming with packets losses. Performance analysis re-
veals that distortions gains of up to 1.5 dB can be obtained for
video rates between 100 and 600 kb/s when SP and SI frames
are used instead of periodic I frame insertion. Experimental re-
sults obtained on a simulated bandwidth limited network, for
low-latency streaming, with varying loss rates and propagation
delays confirm these expectations. The experiments also illus-
trate that streaming with SP and SI frames reduces the conges-
tion created by the stream on the network. The use of SP and SI
frames is beneficial for scenarios where feedback is available
from the receiver and the propagation delay is low enough to
allow ACK-based retransmissions.

APPENDIX I
EXPRESSION OF THE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the signal is defined as

(26)

where is the reconstructed version of the compressed signal
. In the following, we derive the expression of the PSD of

and use it to derive a closed-form expression of .
We denote by , the two-dimensional (2-D) bandlimited dis-

crete space Fourier transform (FT) of a signal , and denotes
2-D convolution. In this section, for simplicity, we consider con-
tinuous signals, which are obtained by interpolating the discrete
signals they correspond to with a sinc function.

If we assume motion between pictures and to be a con-
stant translation, can be expressed as a convolution with a
discrete impulse

(27)

where is the displacement. The transformation between
and is the optimum forward channel defined in [12] and

used in [9], or more recently in [10] to derive rate-distortion
functions of video encoders. In this model, is the result of
filtering by and subsequently adding nonwhite noise , as-
sumed to be uncorrelated with . The PSD of can be ex-
pressed as a function of and of , as follows:

(28)

The expression of and are given in [12]. As and ,
as a consequence of (24), have the same PSD, and are
expressed

(29)

(30)

In (26) and (27), determines the level of compression of the
signal . Following the encoding process depicted in Fig. 7, the
signal is loop filtered and motion compensated to produce

. We will assume motion compensation is a spatially constant
translation resulting in a random displacement error

and will denote by the loop filter. Consequently,
and its PSD are

(31)

(32)

(33)

The transformation between and is again an optimum for-
ward channel. The signal is the result of filtering by and
subsequently adding nonwhite noise

(34)

(35)

We use, once again, the expression of the optimum forward
channel given in [12], to write the FT of the filter and the PSD
of the noise

(36)

(37)

By combining (30) and (32)–(34), the PSD of can be ex-
pressed as a function of .

We define . The derivation of follows:

(38)

(39)

(40)

We make the assumption that and are statistically in-
dependent. We also assume that, at high rates, the PSD of
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can be neglected compared with the other noise terms. The dis-
placement error is spatially
constant but is random. Hence, the PSD of is

(41)

where is the expectation function taken with respect to the
probability density function of the displacement error. Fol-
lowing the simplification derived in [9], (38) can be rewritten

(42)

where is the continuous Fourier transform of the displace-
ment error probability density function.
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